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“The true foundation of republican government is the equal right of every citizen, in his person and property, and in their management.”

—Thomas Jefferson

“I cannot help fearing that men may reach a point where they look on every new theory as a danger, every innovation as a toilsome trouble, every social advance as a first step toward revolution, and that they may absolutely refuse to move at all . . . .”

—Alexis de Tocqueville

Abstract

Today’s modern world is defined by its digital assets. Books, movies, music, games, and even currency are available in digital format. Brick and mortar stores are slowly being replaced by online marketplaces. And yet despite these innovations in technology and media, the law lags far behind the digital age. One of the most glaring areas of the law in need of an update is the First Sale Doctrine, the legal right allowing downstream distribution of copyrighted material. An update to the First Sale Doctrine has not been seriously contemplated since 2001, when the Copyright Office found the time for an update was not ripe. The Copyright Office’s rationale was three-fold: digital media was just developing, restrictive licensing was not yet threatening ownership, and no technology existed that would facilitate a true “Digital First Sale.” This Note argues that these initial objections are no longer applicable. Digital media has grown rapidly, but is distributed under ultra-restrictive licenses. Finally, a recent court case demonstrates technology has emerged that can serve as the final piece needed to revolutionize copyright for the digital era.
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INTRODUCTION

Books. Music. Movies. Games. Art. We collect them throughout our lifetime. They embody our personalities, our interests and quirks. They remind us of our stories, and we pass them on to our loved ones to tell our histories. At our deaths, some become valuable sources of estate revenue. Some become the invaluable sources of fond memories. But as we transition into a digital age, are we losing the ability to pass along these very collections? In July, 2012, a sensational news story broke that Bruce Willis, the mega-movie star known for his role in the *Die Hard* series, was considering a lawsuit against Apple for his apparent inability to bequeath his massive iTunes collection to his daughters. Though the story turned out to be just a rumor, it brought to the forefront an issue that had apparently gone relatively unnoticed: who, exactly, owns a digital download?

The legal right that would enable Bruce to sell or bequeath a collection of tangible goods is enshrined under the Copyright Act in the First Sale Doctrine. The First Sale Doctrine grants the owners of legally obtained copies of copyrighted work the right to sell, rent, lease, bequeath and, in some cases, destroy their copies without permission from the copyright owner. Thanks to the First Sale Doctrine, libraries allow us to check out books as we please. Secondhand markets allow us to recoup some of our expenses or get rid of our embarrassing Backstreet Boys CDs. The doctrine allows us to build and mold our collections over our lifetime, selling what we do not want, and passing down our most beloved collections for generations to come. Our rights to do what we please with the books and music we own is so well grounded, we hardly give it a second thought. But what about our digital collections? Can Bruce bequeath his iTunes?

The answer is currently unclear. Although the First Sale Doctrine has been in effect for over a century, and updated to reflect changing technologies in the past, it has never been updated to reflect the transition to a digital era. In fact, in 2001, the Copyright Office expressly recommended against Congress creating a Digital First Sale Doctrine. In developing its recommendation, the Copyright Office

---


made three main observations: electronic commerce was just beginning, the use of licenses and contracts were not threatening the control of goods limited by copyright laws, and, most importantly, the technology needed to facilitate a Digital First Sale did not exist yet. Years later, however, the copyright landscape is far different.

E-commerce and digital downloads have exploded in growth, and only continue to grow. In the face of uncertainty over the application of the First Sale Doctrine to digital works, copyright owners have begun to use contract to vastly expand the rights statutorily granted to them in the Copyright Act and circumvent the First Sale Doctrine completely. Ultra-restrictive and non-transferable licenses are placed on digital “purchases,” seemingly putting them squarely out of reach of the First Sale Doctrine and effectively robbing consumers of the ownership rights that used to come with sales. Every time an individual purchases a digital item, they must first digitally sign off on a lengthy “Terms of Service” agreement. We think we “buy” our movies, music, and ebooks, but, per these terms of service, we are in fact doing little more than renting them for a lifetime. And though the use of non-negotiable licenses effectively makes the entire purpose and function of the First Sale Doctrine useless, attempts to preempt these licenses have all but fallen on deaf ears. Congress has not moved and the courts have largely favored upholding the validity of these restrictive licenses.

But there may be hope for Bruce yet. Amidst the chaos and confusion, a case, Capitol Records LLC v. Redigi Inc., emerged that could serve as the much-needed catalyst for Congress to finally reexamine the copyright landscape and finally bring the First Sale Doctrine into the digital era. Redigi hails itself as a secondhand marketplace for digital music, allowing users to sell their lawfully acquired, but unwanted, iTunes. Capitol Records quickly sued Redigi claiming digital music could not be sold without producing copies. Yet a combination of cloud-computing and patented software allows Redigi to transfer songs without making copies and in a manner that only ever allows one user access. Redigi demonstrates that the technology now exists to facilitate a Digital First Sale Doctrine. It is the final puzzle piece needed to turn the Copyright Office’s objections to a Digital First Sale on their heads. And while Capitol might doubt the efficacy of Redigi’s technology, Amazon and Apple are on track to support the Redigi revolution: both recently were issued patents allowing them to utilize remarkably similar technology to open their own secondhand marketplaces for digital goods.

This Note will examine how Redigi is perched to revolutionize the First Sale Doctrine and open the door for true digital ownership. It will argue that Redigi is the final piece that renders the Copyright Office’s objections to a Digital First Sale obsolete, and that the time has come for Congress to restore the copyright balance by expressly adopting a Digital First Sale Doctrine. Part I will present a brief
background on the development of the First Sale Doctrine. It will highlight attempts to update the doctrine to the digital era, and present the Copyright Office’s response and reasoning behind its ultimate recommendation against such an update. Part II will demonstrate how the digital landscape today is immensely different from when the Copyright Office made its recommendation. It will show how digital works—e-books, music, movies—have greatly evolved and expanded, and the day may not be far when all media is disseminated exclusively in digital form. Part III will discuss how, in the face of uncertainty, contract has been used to greatly expand the rights of copyright owners. It will argue that use of restrictive licensing in place of sales is equivalent to the creation of digital feudalism, and threatens to undermine the function of the First Sale Doctrine completely. Part IV will introduce Redigi, discussing why Redigi’s ground-breaking technology and the suit against Capitol Records is the final piece needed to overcome the Copyright Office’s trifecta of objections to a Digital First Sale. Finally, Part V will argue for Congressional adoption of a Digital First Sale Doctrine, offering some suggestions for amendments to the Copyright Act that would preserve the function of the doctrine in the digital era.

I. A Brief Background on Copyright and the Evolution of the First Sale Doctrine

Copyright protections, like private property laws, have been around for hundreds of years. Yet, while in the United States the notions of private property and ownership are considered fundamental to constitutionalism, to be valued and protected alongside life and liberty, the reverence for intellectual property has not been as great. Thomas Jefferson considered copyright nothing but a “necessary evil” and wanted to provide no more protections than necessary to fuel creativity. For Jefferson, “[i]f nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive property . . . it is the action of the thinking power called an idea.” Jefferson’s approach to copyright became embodied in in Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution, which gives Congress the authority “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and


8. Id.
Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.’’9 But while the Constitution sets the stage for Congress to enact copyright laws, the ability to resell our books and CDs—the First Sale Doctrine—was originally developed by the courts just a century ago.

A. Judge-Made Law

The concepts that would come to be embodied in the First Sale Doctrine were first articulated in 1908 in the seminal case, Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus.10 In Bobbs-Merrill, the copyright owner of a book, “The Castaway,” included in the book a notice that prohibited resale of the book for less than one dollar.11 The department store Macy’s, however, purchased the book from the copyright owner and resold it in its stores for only eighty-nine cents, despite being well aware of the resale restrictions that accompanied it.12 In its argument that Macy’s had infringed on its copyright, Bobbs-Merrill relied on the exclusive right to “vend” found in Section 4952 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.13 Specifically, Bobbs-Merrill interpreted the statute as granting the copyright holder “the whole field of the right of exclusive sale,”14 including the “subsequent alienation of the [book] after [they] had parted with the title to one who had acquired full dominion over it.”15 Thus, under this interpretation, a copyright owner could not only dictate the aspects of the initial sale, but could also place restraints on any and all future downstream sales.

In deciding the merits of Bobbs-Merrill’s argument, the Supreme Court focused on the statutory construction of the rights intended to be conferred by the copyright statute.16 What, it asked, was the function and purpose of the statutes?17 The purpose of the statutes, according to the Court, was to “secure the right of multiplying copies of the work,” not to create the right to impose limitations on future

11. Id. at 341.
12. Id. at 342.
13. Id. at 349. See also U.S. Rev. Stat. § 4952 (“Any citizen of the United States of resident therein, who shall be the author, inventor, designer, or proprietor of any book, map, chart, dramatic or musical composition, engraving, cut, print, or photograph or negative thereof . . . shall . . . have the sole liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing, completing, copying, executing, finishing, and vending the same.”).
15. Id. at 350.
16. Id.
17. Id. at 350–51.
sales. 18 Thus, the statute created for copyright holders the exclusive rights of initial distribution, but did not intend such rights to permit impositions of price restrictions on secondary and downstream sales; Bobbs-Merrill’s notice in “The Castaway” was unenforceable. 19 Specifically, in focusing on the function and purpose of the copyright statutes, the Supreme Court held that “add[ing] to the right of exclusive sale the authority to control all future retail sales . . . would give a right not included in . . . the statute, and . . . extend [the copyright statute’s] operation, by construction, beyond its meaning.” 20 Copyright laws granted certain protections, but they also contained certain limitations, and copyright owners could not simply expand their rights beyond those granted.

B. Congress Catches On: Modern Copyright and the Birth of the First Sale Doctrine

The Bobbs-Merrill decision came on the heels of the Industrial Revolution, when the efficacy of copyright laws was being questioned in light of new technological advances. 21 New innovations made the application of traditional copyright law difficult, and uncertainty was rife. Musicians, publishers, and even President Theodore Roosevelt called on Congress to update copyright laws in light of the innovations and uncertainties. 22 Finally, Congress passed the Copyright Act of 1909, 23 an “omnibus piece of legislature that

18. Id. (“In our view the copyright statutes, while protecting the owner of the copyright in his right to multiply and sell his production, does not create the right to impose, by notice . . . a limitation at which the book shall be sold at retail by future purchasers, with whom there is no privity of contract.”).

19. Id.

20. Id. at 351.


22. See KEVIN PARKS, MUSIC & COPYRIGHT IN AMERICA: TOWARDS A CELESTIAL JUKEBOX 56 (2012). President Roosevelt told Congress in 1905 that “[o]ur copyright laws urgently need revision. They are imperfect in definition, confused and inconsistent in expression . . . [a] complete revision of them is essential.” President Theodore Roosevelt, Address Before a Joint Session of Congress on the State of the Union (Dec. 5, 2010).

updated and recast copyright for the new century.” 24 The Bobbs-Merrill principle that copyright owners could not control downstream sales of their works came to be codified in section 27 of the act. 25 And the First Sale Doctrine was born. Continued technological advances throughout the years again spurred Congressional action to update the copyright laws. 26 Eventually, the 1976 Copyright Act was passed, becoming the primary source of copyright laws as they are known today. 27

1. The Modern Doctrine

The First Sale Doctrine, as applied today, is codified in § 109 of the 1976 Act. 28 The modern doctrine provides, in pertinent part, that “the owner of a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this title, or any person authorized by such owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy or phonorecord.” 29 Thus, the doctrine serves as an affirmative defense to owners of copies who then dispose of their copy by limiting the copyright holder’s exclusive right of distribution; once there is an initial sale or transfer of ownership, the distribution right is cut off. 30

The limited monopoly created by copyright law is needed to promote the creation of new works and ensure that the creator is properly compensated for this effort. Once a copyright holder has consented to distribution of a copy of that work, this monopoly is no longer needed because the owner has received the desired compensation for that copy. The first sale doctrine

24. Kevin Parks, supra note 22, at 64.
25. Copyright Act of 1909, ch. 320, § 27.
30. Marybeth Peters, The Legal Perspective on Exhaustion in the Borderless Era: Consideration of a Digital First Sale Doctrine for Online Transmissions of Digital Works in the United States, in GLOBAL COPYRIGHT, THREE HUNDRED YEARS SINCE THE STATUTE OF ANNE, FROM 1709 TO CYBERSPACE 329, 330 (Lionel Bently, Uma Suthersanen & Paul Torremans eds., 2010) (“Application of the doctrine limits the copyright holder’s exclusive right of distribution by cutting off the distribution right for a particular copy of a work once there has been an initial sale or transfer of ownership of that copy.”).
ensures that the copyright monopoly does not intrude on the personal property rights of the individual owner, given that the law generally disfavors restraints of trade and restraints on alienation.31

In this sense, the doctrine served to reconcile copyright protections with the well-established notions of personal property and ownership.32 Its function was to “balanc[e] the right of the copyright owner to freely enter contracts . . . and to receive a fair return for a sale against the dangers of restraints on alienation.”33 Copyright holders could still dictate the initial terms of distribution, but libraries, used book stores, video rental companies, and everyday people who had purchased copies were free to use, resell, and dispose of their copies.

2. Important Limits on the First Sale Doctrine

Because it is meant to balance both the rights of copyright owners and owners of copies, the First Sale Doctrine contains some important limitations. First, the doctrine only applies to the distribution right. It does not apply to the right of reproduction. Therefore, if a lawful owner reproduces a copy, and then sells or otherwise disposes of that reproduction, the First Sale Doctrine will not provide a defense to the copyright infringement.34 This distinction became especially important when dealing with downloaded and digital material, which can be reproduced and transmitted with ease.35 Secondly, the privileges created by the doctrine do not “extend to any person who has

32. See Joseph P. Liu, Owning Digital Copies: Copyright Law and the Incidents of Copyright Ownership, 42 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1245, 1300 (2001)(“[A]s a purely descriptive matter, the incidents of copy ownership can be explained as having arisen from conventional and deeply embedded understandings about what it means to own or to possess physical personal property.”).
34. Section 104 Report, supra note 26, at 20; see also MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 8.12[B][1] (Matthew Bender, Rev. Ed); Lucy Holmes Plovnick, Will the US First Sale Doctrine Go Digital?, INTELLECTUAL PROP. MAGAZINE, Mar. 2012, at 44.
35. Marybeth Peters, supra note 30, at 335. However, because the use of downloaded and digital material usually requires the computer to make a copy, the “Essential Step Defense” was created to limit the exclusive right of reproduction. See 17 U.S.C. § 117(a) (excusing the making of copies when such reproduction was necessary for the operation of the computer).
acquired possession of the copy or phonorecord from the copyright owner, by rental, lease, loan, or otherwise, without acquiring ownership of it.” Ownership, then, is a key element to the function of the First Sale privileges; in order for the First Sale privileges to be invoked, there must be a sale, a transfer of ownership. Congress, in adopting the doctrine, clearly contemplated that there would be some transactions where ownership was not transferred, and, thus, where privileges under the First Sale Doctrine could not be invoked.

C. The First Sale Doctrine Meets the Digital Era

1. The First Attempts to Update: The Digital Era Copyright Enhancement Act

The growth of the digital era raised uncertainties about the future application of the First Sale Doctrine, which had been developed within the confines of the pre-digital era. Copyright holders, concerned with the ease with which perfect copies of digital files could be made, began to capitalize on the ownership requirement of the First Sale Doctrine by distributing their digital works under licensing agreements rather than true sales. Members of Congress were troubled by the uncertainty in the doctrine created by the growing digital trend and with the increasing restrictions imposed contractually by copyright holders. For Representatives Dick Boucher and Tom Campbell, the time had once again come to update the Copyright Act in light of new technology. In 1997, Boucher and Campbell submitted a bill, the Digital Era Copyright Enhancement Act (“Copyright Enhancement Act”), aimed to “update and preserve balance in the Copyright Act for the 21st Century.”

37. Rotstein et al., supra note 33, at 24 (2010). At least the Second Circuit noted, however, that “ownership” does not necessarily mean a party must have formal title over a copy, just that there must be “sufficient incidents of ownership.” Krause v. TitleServ, Inc., 402 F.3d 119, 124 (2nd Cir. 2005).
38. Section 104 Report, supra note 26, at 91.
41. Copyright Enhancement Act, supra note 40.
The Copyright Enhancement Act proposed to update and preserve the First Sale Doctrine in two main ways. First, the act proposed to explicitly extend the First Sale Doctrine to lawfully acquired digital works when the owner selling the work “erases or destroys his or her copy . . . at substantially the same time.”43 Under this “forward-and-delete” framework, owners of digital files would be brought within the First Sale Doctrine protections so long as they did not maintain a copy of the file for themselves after relinquishing ownership.44 It was theorized that digital rights management (DRM) systems, such as encryptions, authentications, and passwords, could ensure copyright owners that digital copies were destroyed or disabled after being transferred.45

Secondly, the Copyright Enhancement Act would preserve the balance by expressly preempting the use of contract to expand the statutory rights granted under the Copyright Act.46 Under the proposed changes, works distributed with non-negotiable license terms would “not be enforceable under the common law or statutes of any state to the extent that [the terms] . . . abrogate or restrict the limitations on exclusive rights specified in [section 109 of the Copyright Act].”47 Thus, companies could not contract around the First Sale Doctrine by distributing works under licenses that restricted resale or transfer. In the end, however, the bill was not passed.

2. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act and the Copyright Office’s Section 104 Report

Congress was not completely oblivious to the challenges the ever-growing digital era presented. In 1998, Congress passed the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA),48 implementing two World Intellectual Property Organization treaties49 and attempting to move the U.S.’s copyright law into the digital age.50 The DMCA enacted

44. Id.
46. Copyright Enhancement Act, supra note 40, at § 7.
47. Id at § 7(2).
50. DMCA, supra note 48.
significant changes to U.S. copyright law, including prohibitions on any attempt to circumvent or tamper with copyright management information.51 These prohibitions were meant to facilitate electronic commerce, while protecting digital copyright owners from widespread piracy, by allowing them to employ technical restrictions that prevented unlawful access and copying.52 In practice, however, the DMCA also “endangered the rights and expectations of legitimate consumers.”53

The DMCA allowed copyright owners to protect their works through various DRM systems that not only forced consumers to purchase additional decryption devices, but effectively eliminated any secondary markets for digital works. The DMCA allowed a copyright owner to sell a digital work laden with various DRM systems and subject it to restrictive licenses that would result in a violation of the DMCA if a user attempted to circumvent them.54 Thus, rather than addressing the use of restrictive licenses—as the Copyright Enhancement Act did—the DMCA seemingly opened the door for them.55 Critics argued that the DMCA effectively allowed restraints on alienation and threatened library functions.56

Despite all of its changes, the DMCA did little to clarify the application of the First Sale Doctrine to digital works. Again, the public lamented the uncertainty and called for an update to the doctrine that would protect the rights of consumers of digital works.57 Technology and innovations were rapidly developing but the law remained stagnant and it was the consumers who were suffering. Proponents of a digital First Sale Doctrine argued forcefully for an update, pointing to numerous justifications in support of their

52. Section 104 Report, supra note 26, at vi–vii.
54. DMCA Summary, supra note 51, at 3.
55. DMCA, supra note 48. See also Section 104 Report, supra note 26, at 35.
56. Section 104 Report, supra note 26, at 39.
positions. Copyright law exists, they argued, to promote public interest, and “statutory changes and interpretations of copyright law should balance the impact of the law upon the copyright owner against the paramount public interest in the dissemination and proliferation of copyrighted works.”\(^{58}\) A common theme in support of an update focused on the function of copyright law, saying “copyright law should respond to technological progress, not hinder it.”\(^{59}\) Innovation and technological process had sparked an update in copyright laws in the past; there was no need for modern advances to be treated any differently. Though the digital era might create uncertainties and make the application of the First Sale Doctrine difficult, proponents argued, it should not serve as an excuse to discard the doctrine completely.

In 2001, in response to the concerns raised regarding the DMCA, the Copyright Office issued its *DMCA Section 104 Report*.\(^{60}\) The report was meant to address the efficacy of the DMCA and to issue an official opinion from the Copyright Office regarding, amongst many other things, the possibility of a Digital First Sale Doctrine.\(^{61}\) Despite the arguments in favor of an update, the report ultimately recommended that no amendments be made to allow for a Digital First Sale.\(^{62}\) The report’s recommendation highlighted three main observations.\(^{63}\)

a. **The digital era was only just beginning.**

The report found that the timing was not suitable to update the First Sale Doctrine largely because digital media was still developing. The Copyright Office concluded that “there was no convincing evidence of present-day problems” that required an update to the First Sale Doctrine, and the U.S. was only in the “early stages of

---

59. *Id.*
60. *Section 104 Report, supra* note 26, at ix–xv. Section 104 of the DMCA required the Copyright Office to submit a report to Congress evaluating the impact of copyright law on electronic commerce and technological development. The report, to be submitted no more than 24 months after the implementation of the DMCA, specifically required the Copyright Office to evaluate the “effects of the amendments made by [the DMCA] and the development of electronic commerce and associated technology on the operation of [the First Sale Doctrine].” *DMCA, supra* note 48.
62. *Id.* at 96.
63. These conclusions pertain to the First Sale Doctrine only. The Section 104 Report also addressed and made recommendations concerning the temporary incidental copies and archives under Section 117. *See Section 104 Report, supra* note 26, at 106.
electronic commerce.”64 Since the future of e-commerce was uncertain, the direction of rights and business models should be determined by the market, not by “legislative fiat.”65 Besides, the report noted, the rest of the world was not making changes, and so, it reasoned, neither should Congress.66

b. **Restrictive licenses were not threatening copyright limits.**

The report ultimately made no direct recommendations regarding the need to preempt contract, concluding the issue of contract preemption to be “outside the scope” of the report.67 It did, however, admit that there was some merit to the concern that the use of non-negotiable licenses was “frustrat[ing] the goals of the first sale doctrine by allowing copyright owners to maintain control on works beyond the first sale of a particular copy.”68 The report acknowledged that restrictive licenses were of “increasing practical importance” because their use “increase[d] the possibility that rights holders, rather than Congress, [would] determine the landscape of consumer privileges in the future.”69 It was possible, the report concluded, that “at some point in the future a case could be made for statutory change” to make restrictive licenses unenforceable,70 but the issue was not yet ripe because the use of restrictive licenses was not widespread.71

c. **The necessary and effective technology needed to facilitate a Digital First Sale did not exist.**

Proponents of a Digital First Sale Doctrine reasoned that “forward-and-delete” technology could be used to ensure that only one copy of a work existed at any given time. The Copyright Office, however, found two majors issues with the proposed technology. First, it concluded that the technology automatically resulted in a reproduction of a digital file, regardless of whether or not the original is subsequently deleted.72 Because the First Sale Doctrine protections do not apply to reproductions, there was no way to apply the doctrine to digital works. Additionally, these digital reproductions would be flawless, and so the report rejected analogies to physical transfers of

---

64. *Id.* at xx, 105 (emphasis added).
65. *Id.* at 92.
66. *Id.* at 94.
67. *Id.* at 163.
68. *Id.* at ix.
69. *Id.* at xxxi–xxxii.
70. *Id.* at xxxii.
71. *Id.*
72. *Id.* at 79.
works, which degrade with time. 73 Second, even if effective “forward-and-delete” technology could be used, the current existence of such technology was questionable and would be costly to develop. 74 Unless the technology was automatic, additional steps would be required to delete a work, and enforcement of this requirement would be difficult and even more costly. 75 The Copyright Office doubted the willingness of the market to bear the costs of these necessary technological measures. 76

Ultimately, the Copyright Office, in 2001, found that the time was not ripe for updating the First Sale Doctrine, but it did not close the door completely. The report noted that the time may come when Congress must revisit the issue “to address these concerns should they materialize.” 77 Twelve years later, that time has come.

II. WELCOME TO THE FUTURE

We are no longer in the “early stages of electronic commerce.” In fact, the conversion of physical objects to digital has created a “seismic shift” in our culture. 78 We have come to expect ease of use, connectedness, and ease of access. 79 We use technology daily and depend on it to enable us to store and access our digital collections: “[a]lmost every aspect of [our days are] assisted or accomplished using technology.” 80 Rapid technological advances combined with consumer expectation and demands fuels the conversion to digital. Digital media—music, books, movies and games—is everywhere and growing. For Generation Z1, digital media is new, but becoming common. 81 For Generation Z2, it is second nature. 82 And for the next generation,

73. Id. at 82. The report noted that flawless copies of digital transmissions “can adversely effect the market for the original to a much greater degree than transfers of physical copies.” Id. at xix.
74. Id. at 84.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id. at xx.
79. Id. at 22.
80. Id.
82. Id. Generation Z2 consists of those people born in the early to mid-2000s. Id.
Generation Alpha, it may be all they know. Whether or not people have noticed, we are standing on a precipice, about to tumble head first into a fully digital world.

A. Music

iTunes revolutionized the way people consumed music by making it possible to store an entire music library on one small, portable device. Since its appearance in 2001, Apple and iTunes have “changed the way we consumed music, exacerbated the demise of both the compact disc and the brick-and-mortar record store, revolutionized the music business, and massively disrupted the major labels’ dominance in the marketplace.” The success and impact continue to grow: iTunes now operates in fifty different countries, and its revenue is predicted to top $13 billion in 2013. Revenue from single downloads in the United States alone topped almost $1.5 billion in 2011. Adding in revenues from other digital music, such as album sales, and that number grows to over $5 billion. And that is just iTunes. Amazon MP3 and Google Music have also become meccas for digital music purchases. Even in the face of streaming services such as Spotify, digital music downloads continue to climb: almost 1.5 billion units were sold in 2012 alone, a growth of 9.1% from 2011.

83. Id. Generation Alpha will consist of those people born between 2010 and 2020. Id.


87. Id. at 6.


But it’s not just that digital downloads are increasing. Sales of physical albums are plummeting, down by 12.2% globally between 2008 and 2012.90 And in 2011, digital sales surpassed physical for the first time.91 In fact, sources predict that CDs will stop being produced completely in the very near future, with some suggesting major record labels will cease production of CDs in just a few years.92 These growth statistics seem to suggest but one conclusion: digital music is not just overtaking physical, it will replace it completely.

90. Deloitte, supra note 89, at 3.


B. Movies and Games

While not as explosive as the digital shift in music, there is a steadily developing shift in the movie and video game worlds to switch to pure digital production. In 2012, Twentieth Century Fox publically announced that it would begin to distribute all of its films in digital format over the next few years, “bringing an end to 35mm film prints.” Although it is the only studio to have made such an announcement, Fox says “most other distributors share [the] belief” that digital distribution will take over. 35mm film will become archaic, and is expected to be used in a “paltry 17% of global cinemas” by 2015. For personal and home use, digital sales of movies rose 22% in the first six months of 2011, while physical sales fell about 4%. Indeed, in light of digital purchase and streaming options, the days of the DVD may be numbered. Meanwhile, in the video game realm, Electronic Arts president Frank Gibeau recently confirmed plans to take the EA franchise “100% digital in the near future.” Others are expected to follow. In fact, the digital transition is all but set in stone for video games, and companies are preparing to change their business models to adapt. In an effort to remain competitive in anticipation of switch to digital, GameStop, the


94. McClintock, supra note 93.


97. Production of DVDs May Be Coming to an End (ABC 30 broadcast Jan. 26, 2013).

popular video game retailer, announced its intent to explore the realm of secondary marketplaces for used digital video games.99

C. Books

While books may still be relative newcomers to the digital world, “eBook” growth has skyrocketed in the last few years. While e-books made up just 6% of trade revenues in 2010, that number jumped to 15% in 2011 though overall revenues remained relatively the same.100 Globally, spending on e-books rose by a staggering 64% in 2011.101 In the U.S. in 2012, the number of e-reader or tablet owners jumped from 18% to 33%, while the number of people reading e-books increased from 16% to 23%.102 Readers of physical books, meanwhile, declined from 72% to 67% in 2012.103 The number of physical books and their readers still greatly outweighs e-readers, and certain attributes of a physical book—the allure of a crisply printed edition, the ability to take notes in the margin or dog-ear the pages—may forever preserve the market for physical copies.104 Still, the growth and impact of e-books continues to rise. Even schools are embracing the e-book trend. In 2011, about 600 school districts nationwide provided their students with iPads and began to replace textbooks with e-books, causing many publishers of school materials to move toward digital offerings.105
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104. See Nicholas Carr, Don’t Burn Your Books—Print is Here to Stay, WALL ST. J., Jan. 5, 2013, at C2. Interestingly, Carr points to the ability to resell or give away a book as being one of the reasons to buy physical over digital. Id.

Though the growth of digital media is varied, it is steadily increasing. The plethora of options for consumption only adds fuel to the fire: digital media can be accessed from phones, tablets, e-readers, iPads, notebooks, computers, phone-tablet hybrids (“phablets”) and everything in between. We spend billions of dollars each year for the convenience and availability of digital media. In fact, the average U.S. consumer spends $30 a month on digital media.\footnote{Quentin Fottrell, Who inherits your iTunes library?, WALL ST. J., Aug. 23, 2012, articles.marketwatch.com/2012-08-23/finance/33336852_1_digital-content-digital-files-apple-and-amazon.} That amounts to around $360 a year. Over a lifetime, consumers could spend upwards of $15,000. Once the markets go completely (or predominately) digital, that number will be even greater. We clearly attach and expect value from our digital downloads. And, yet, besides the ease of use and access, our value from these items may rest squarely at zero.

III. DIGITAL FEUDALISM: WHEN CONTRACT OVERTOOK COPYRIGHT

Despite this seismic shift to digital, the legal right to resell or bequeath our digital files has not been clarified. Though the Copyright Office recommended against an update of the First Sale Doctrine, the issue itself has not been fully settled. In fact, far from settling the issue, copyright owners have taken steps to ensure the issue can never be raised.

A. Old Days

Let us digress for just a moment. In the feudal days of England, the King retained ultimate legal ownership over all the land.\footnote{Thomas F. Bergin & Paul G. Haskell, Preface to Estates in Land and Future Interests 3 (2d ed. 1984).} Though various lords or barons were granted land as rewards for service and support, these individuals were not owners, but more like tenants or licensees.\footnote{Id.; see also Peter M. Gerhart, Property: Our Social Institution 212 (2012).} While enjoying certain rights associated with ownership, such as the rights to divide land or let others use it, these barons and lords could not transfer their property or will it at their
death, and were required to provide the king with certain payments.\textsuperscript{109} Furthermore, these grants were personal, meaning once the lords or barons died (or their service or support ended) their land reverted back to the king.\textsuperscript{110} In essence, the king granted licenses, received benefits from the licensees, and then reclaimed the land once the licensee died or failed to comply with the king’s “terms of service.”

As power flattened and the king was forced to give up authority on land ownership and governance, individual property rights began to evolve.\textsuperscript{111} Descent, the automatic transfer of property to one’s heirs, was the first to develop when lords secured the right to transfer their property to their eldest surviving son.\textsuperscript{112} From the right to divide one’s land came the right to transfer and sell, leading to the growth of markets.\textsuperscript{113} And eventually, the combination of these rights led to the right to devise—to transfer property after death by will.\textsuperscript{114} Finally, property rights had evolved to include what are now common facets: alienability and inheritability. Thus, over hundreds of years, the property system “evolved from hierarchy to individual ownership as the power of the sovereign to use property as a system of social control was diminished by the recognition of rights of ownership.”\textsuperscript{115}

B. New Kings

Our property rights have developed over hundreds of years, through legal and literal battles, adapting to new markets and new technologies along the way. And yet today’s digital era is replete with licenses whose terms echo the feudal restraints of our past. For instance, the iTunes Store Terms and Conditions of Service state that users purchase content for “end user use only under the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.”\textsuperscript{116} Use is limited to five authorized devices, may not be used for commercial purposes, and one wrong sync may result in the deletion of an entire library.\textsuperscript{117} Though the iTunes Store has some of the most generous terms of service, technically passing title (and therefore ownership) to users upon
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purchase, Apple still retains the right to “change, suspend, remove, or disable access to any iTunes Products, content, or other materials comprising a part of the iTunes Service at any time without notice.”118 Amazon is even more restrictive, stating in its terms of service that users are granted a “non-exclusive, non-transferable right” to use content, and may not “redistribute, transmit, assign, sell, broadcast, rent, share, lend, modify, adapt, edit, license or otherwise transfer” any of their digital purchases.119 Amazon, who also reserves the right to amend, modify, or suspend its terms of service without notice, caused outrage in 2009 when it exercised this right and remotely deleted copies of George Orwell’s, “1984,” from Kindles across the country.120 And if Apple or Amazon were to go bankrupt? A consumer’s right to its downloaded content could be revoked.121 Though purchases through both iTunes and Amazon may be used for a lifetime, they cannot be passed on or otherwise sold or transferred. At death or at any point of non-compliance, entire accounts revert back to the distributors, the new kings of digital feudalism.

The concerns raised about the potential for contracts to defeat copyright, dismissed by the Copyright Office in 2001, have fully materialized. In the absence of any restrictions to the contrary, copyright owners have “turned with a vengeance to the institution of contract to specify the rights and responsibilities of their customers.”122 Because the First Sale Doctrine only applies to owners, copyright owners use licenses to ensure that no consumer ever gains the right of true ownership. The First Sale Doctrine is circumvented completely, and the copyright balance is tilted in favor of the copyright owners.123 Right holders, and not the copyright policies

118. Id.


123. Winston, supra note 121 at 106 (“Allowing circumvention of the first sale doctrine through contract frustrates the policy behind the . . . doctrine, as licenses are used to impose price and other restrictions on the rights of the licensees, and tilts the balance of rights in favor of the copyright owner and away from the public.”).
established by Congress, now determine the landscape of consumer privileges. Adhesion contracts are commonplace, with some consumers bound simply by visiting a website. And since these licenses are non-negotiable, the restrictions companies can place are limitless. Though the Copyright Act limits certain rights of copyright owners, it does not expressly preempt the use of state contract law to expand rights or circumvent limitations. Copyright owners have interpreted this lack of preemption to imply that “any rights or authorizations beyond those included in copyright law are covered by contract” and a copyright owner can expand their rights through the “mechanism of contracts and licenses regardless of the state of copyright law.” Consequently, transactions that looked like sales, even transactions that were accompanied by terms that sounded like sales, were placed outside the realm of the First Sale Doctrine because they were accompanied by “license” labels.

C. Is Ownership Meaningless? The Judicial Nails in the Digital Ownership Coffin

Consumers have not been convinced that labeling a purchase a “license” instead of “sale” wholly deprives them of their ownership rights. Numerous legal challenges have been brought to determine whether a license that confers most, but not all, of the facets of ownership can truly be a license. But the answers have varied as courts have struggled with whether or not to apply the First Sale Doctrine. Some courts focused on form and label, others on function.
and character. While some courts found sales in the place of licenses, most courts preferred to defer to the contractual terms themselves. Finally, in 2010, the influential Ninth Circuit decided Vernor v. Autodesk,128 delivering what some commentators believed was the “death knell”129 for the First Sale Doctrine in the digital age. Timothy Vernor had purchased several copies of Autodesk software at an office sale, which he then sold on eBay despite the software’s licensing agreements that placed significant use and transfer restrictions on its customers.130 The restrictions placed on Autodesk’s software claimed that Autodesk retained title to all copies and users held non-exclusive and non-transferable licenses.131 The district court found that, because Autodesk’s restrictions never required a user to return the software, users—in this case Vernor—were in fact owners of the software despite it being “licensed”, and able to assert the First Sale Doctrine and its protections.132 The Ninth Circuit reversed, finding Autodesk retained title to the software through its significant restrictions, depriving Vernor of the ownership needed to invoke the First Sale Doctrine.133 In its decision, the court identified three factors to evaluate in determining whether ownership has occurred through a sale, or whether a user was merely a licensee: (1) whether the contract specified that the user was granted a “license”; (2) whether the contract significantly restricted the user’s ability to transfer the software; and (3) whether the contract imposed “notable use restrictions.”134 In essence, the court favored form over function, expressly rejecting Vernor’s arguments that the economic realities and indefiniteness of the licenses had the characteristics of sale rather than a license.135
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The Vernor decision seemingly solidified the rights of copyright holders to use contract to expand their traditional rights found under the Copyright Act. It was as if the fight to bring the First Sale Doctrine into a digital age was finally lost. The balance now favored the copyright owners: no matter how much a transaction looked like a sale, a “license” label coupled with certain restrictions contrary to ownership meant there could not be a sale. Many assumed courts would “treat electronic distributions of [all] copyrighted works as conveying licenses . . . so long as the transactions come with sufficient restrictions.” And, yet, the court cases favoring licenses all centered on software. No court has ever addressed the license-sale dichotomy as it relates to non-software files, such as music and e-books. But music and e-books are clearly distinct from software. There was hope that courts might not be able to so easily turn their backs on the First Sale Doctrine in these situations.

IV. THE FINAL PIECE: A ReDigi-SPARKED REVOLUTION

A. “Just like your favorite record store”

The First Sale Doctrine fuels a robust secondary market for physical books and music. Since there are millions of digital books and music used today, it seemed only a matter of time before a digital equivalent emerged. Enter ReDigi, which hails itself as the “World’s First Pre-Owned Digital Marketplace.” According to ReDigi, most people listen to less than 20% of their acquired digital library, resulting in a waste of space and potential wealth. It was this realization of waste that sparked John Ossenmacher to create ReDigi in October of 2009. Officially launched in 2011, ReDigi utilizes cloud computing to allow users to store, stream, and sell verified digital music. ReDigi claims it is simply “like your favorite used record store.” Unlike traditional used record stores, however, ReDigi also
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gives a portion of the proceeds of each sale to the artists themselves, 
the first time such a profit has ever been given in the secondary 
market.144 Through the Artist Syndication Program, ReDigi shares 
20% of the transaction fee with an artist whenever the artist’s track 
sells, something ReDigi believes has “the potential to pay up to a 
hundred million dollars to syndicated Artists in the coming years.”145 

In its beta stage, ReDigi only accepted music from iTunes.146 The 
company has since expanded to include e-books and other digital 
media,147 and recently entered into the European market.148 The 
original technology, ReDigi 1.0, was developed by a team of 
mathematicians and developers led by MIT professor Larry 
Rudolph.149 The system worked by having users download ReDigi’s 
Music Manager software, which then allowed the “Verification 
Engine” to analyze the user’s music library to identify those files that 
were lawfully obtained from iTune s and thus eligible for upload to 
ReDigi.150 Music not lawfully owned could not be uploaded. Once the 
files were verified, ReDigi would move the files to the user’s individual 
cloud, from which the music could be streamed or sold.151 At the same 
time, the software “instantaneously remove[d] . . . any ‘personal use’ 
copies” from the user’s devices to ensure that only the original file 
existsd.152 In doing so, the software created a “digital fingerprint” that 
monitored the user’s computer, notifying the user if a copy of the 
uploaded file still existed.153 The software itself did not delete any
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148. See Robert Cookson, ReDigi to open second-hand digital market, 
intl/cms/s/0/74b33052-5e54-11e2-a771-00144feab49a.html. The recent 
European case, UsedSoft v. Oracle, seems to have paved the way for 
ReDigi to venture into Europe, after a judge ruled that gaming software 
could be resold regardless of restrictive licenses. See discussion infra 
Part V.C.
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copies of files that were already uploaded, instead notifying the user of the violation to encourage people to “maintain compliance with copyright law.”154 When a user decided to actually sell its music that has been verified and uploaded, as opposed to just using the cloud for storage, ReDigi utilized a “patent-pending Atomic Transaction technology [to transfer] the music file . . . from the [seller’s cloud] to the buyer” so that only the buyer has access to the file.155 In this process, ReDigi claimed to never makes copies of a given file, but that, in a sale, it simply transferred the file and its corresponding license to the new owner.156

B. The Second Circuit Weighs In

1. David v. Goliath

Despite ReDigi’s assurances that it was operating within the boundaries of the Copyright Act and the First Sale Doctrine, ReDigi was in operation for less than three months before music giant Capitol Records filed a copyright infringement suit against it.157 In its complaint, Capitol Records claimed ReDigi assisted users in making “systematic, repeated and unauthorized reproductions and distributions of [Capitol’s] copyrighted sound recordings.”158 Capitol lashed out at ReDigi’s claims that its software enabled it to function within the First Sale Doctrine, saying these claims were deceitful to

154. Id. Ossemacher says that, like Amazon and eBay, it is not ReDigi’s responsibility to “play policeman . . . if someone reselling an item chooses to operate in a way that’s unlawful and completely concealed from the merchant.” Peckham, supra note 149. Multiple violations, however, may result in a suspension or termination of the user’s account. See Terms of Service for Beta Software, Site and Services, REDIGI.COM, https://www.redigi.com/site/terms.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2014).
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the public and induced the public to infringe on copyrights. 159 Capitol asserted two major arguments for why the First Sale Doctrine was inapplicable to the ReDigi business model. First, the doctrine was inapplicable because the files being sold were not “owned,” but merely licensed. 160 Second, Capitol argued that ReDigi’s Music Manager software necessarily required both an upload and download in a sale, which resulted in at least one unauthorized copy of the file being made. 161 Thus, far from “selling” a copy, ReDigi “and its users [were] making and distributing unauthorized copies of [the] original file.” 162 Capitol requested $150,000 for each file sold in violation of the Copyright Act. 163 Additionally, Capitol asked the judge for a preliminary injunction to shut ReDigi down for the course of the lawsuit. 164 Capitol claimed ReDigi’s “infringing conduct, deception of the public, and destruction of the market . . . . if [left] unchecked . . . [would destroy] Capitol’s ability to compete via legitimate online distributors of digital music files.” 165 Facing such a future, Capitol argued, would subject it to irreparable harm with little consequence to ReDigi. 166 ReDigi, meanwhile, steadfastly maintained that its marketplace and Media Manager software were in full compliance with the law, even going so far as to claim its technology was “superior in copyright protection than the existing systems currently readily accepted.” 167 It vociferously opposed the preliminary injunction, framing the case as a David-versus-Goliath-like battle of a “fledgling startup” against a “long established giant in the recording industry.” 168 An injunction, ReDigi argued, would put it out of
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business and deny consumers of a “much needed new source of lawful competition for the purchase and sale of legally acquired music.”

2. One Step Forward, Two Steps Back

The case quickly captivated the attention of consumers and creators alike, who waited to see what the ruling would spell for the future of a Digital First Sale Doctrine. Judge Sullivan handed ReDigi an early victory when he denied Capitol’s request for a preliminary injunction, but the victory was short lived. At the preliminary injunction stage, Judge Sullivan stated that he would apply the facts to the law as it existed now, not as people may think it should be.

Less than two months after denying the preliminary injunction, Judge Sullivan granted partial summary judgment in favor of Capitol Records, finding that the ReDigi process unlawfully reproduced copyrighted material and, therefore, the First Sale Doctrine was could not apply. The court rejected ReDigi’s technology assurances and found that the act of uploading to ReDigi’s cloud necessarily entails making a copy of the file:

ReDigi stresses that it “migrates” a file from a user’s computer to its Cloud Locker, so that the same file is transferred to the ReDigi server and no copying occurs. However, even if that were the case, the fact that a file has moved from one material object—the user’s computer—to another—the ReDigi server—means that a reproduction has occurred.

Therefore, a First Sale defense simply could not apply because it was “impossible for the user to sell her ‘particular’ phonorecord on ReDigi.”

As promised, the court reached its holding by approaching the case from the confines of the existing law and taking a literal reading of the First Sale Doctrine’s application. As the court noted, “Because this is a court of law and not a congressional subcommittee or technology blog, the issues are narrow, technical, and purely legal.”

The court repeatedly rejected ReDigi’s argument that the basic purpose of the First Sale Doctrine supported its application to the
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digital realm, even if the literal terms did not\textsuperscript{176} Still, though it rejected the application of the first sale doctrine in the current case, the court repeatedly indicated that the issue of a digital first sale was not out of the question. It simply reiterated that the court was not in a position to amend the Copyright Act—Congress was the appropriate venue:

[The First Sale Doctrine] still protects a lawful owner’s sale of her “particular” phonorecord, be it a computer hard disk, iPod, or other memory device onto which the file was originally downloaded. While this limitation clearly presents obstacles to resale that are different from, and perhaps even more onerous than, those involved in the resale of CDs and cassettes, the limitation is hardly absurd—the first sale doctrine was enacted in a world where the ease and speed of data transfer could not have been imagined. There are many reasons, some discussed herein, for why such physical limitations may be desirable. It is left to Congress, and not this Court, to deem them outmoded.\textsuperscript{177}

3. The Next Phase

These Second Circuit’s conclusions in the ReDigi case highlight the inherent difficulties that emerge when technology evolves faster than the law. Unsure of how to deal with the new technology and unwilling to issue a ruling that would effectively amend the Copyright Act, the court did what it could with the existing law. But this does not end the discussion. The fact remains that there seems to be technology available that could enable the transfer of digital files in a way that would allow for a digital first sale. Since the court case, ReDigi has developed more advanced software that supposedly allows for transfer without copying.\textsuperscript{178} What’s more, ReDigi is not alone. Amazon and Apple, the behemoth corporations supplying the digital transition, were both recently awarded patents that would allow them to use technology remarkably similar to ReDigi’s to open up their own secondary digital marketplaces.\textsuperscript{179} These patents demonstrate

\textsuperscript{176} See, e.g., id. at 655 (“Because the Court has concluded that ReDigi’s service violates Capitol’s reproduction right, the first sale defense does not apply to ReDigi’s infringement of those rights.”).
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\textsuperscript{179} See Streitfeld, supra note 157 (“In late January, Amazon received a patent to set up an exchange for all sorts of digital materials.”); see also
that various forms of “forward-and-delete” technology exist.180 Even cloud-computing can be used for access control in a manner that facilitates a transfer without reproduction. The Copyright Office’s main objection to a Digital First Sale is without merit, and the final piece needed to update the doctrine seems to have materialized.

V. EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW IS OLD AGAIN:
A CALL FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

A. Congress Must Act Before Copyright Holders Set the Rules

The First Sale Doctrine is supposed to balance. As Yale Law Professor Yochai Benkler notes, every major innovation is “followed by a brief period of openness before the rules of its usage [are] determined and alternatives eliminated.”181 Congress stopped short of updating the Copyright Act in 2001 in large part due to recommendations from the Copyright Office, who did not believe the timing was ripe. E-commerce was just beginning, it was questionable whether the technologies existed to allow for “forward-and-delete” systems, and restrictive licenses were not a threat to copyright yet. Twelve years later, this trifecta of objections has been turned on its head. E-commerce has exploded and the world is about to turn fully digital as “[p]eople around the world increasingly are accessing content on mobile devices and fewer and fewer of them . . . need or desire . . . physical copies.”182 ReDigi, Amazon, and Apple’s patents indicate the technology exists or is emerging that would facilitate digital resale. Contract runs rampantly around the limits set by the Copyright Act. Copyright holders will continue to take advantage of the void in the law if it continues. As Maria Pallante, the Register of Copyrights noted in an appearance before Congress, it is time for the “next great copyright act” to address the digital age.183
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ReDigi, Amazon, and Apple have already taken steps to open their own secondary marketplaces. GameStop wants to as well. Clarification must be given so the market knows what direction to move in. What’s more, Apple, Amazon, or any digital distributor could alter their terms of service at any time to remove the right to resell or transfer. More likely, however, major distributors such as Apple and Amazon could alter their terms of service to only allow resale or transfer through their own sites, putting a stranglehold on consumers and competitors. Finally, although copyright is meant to preserve the rights of consumers and property owners, it is also meant to preserve the rights of the copyright holders themselves, to incentivize them to continue to create. For this to continue in a digital age, measures would have to be taken to ensure a digital First Sale Doctrine does not completely turn its back on the protections owed copyright holders. Courts are struggling to apply the current First Sale Doctrine, created in an analog world, to new digital technologies. Though the First Sale Doctrine was originally created by the courts, the complexities of a digital doctrine indicate that the future of the First Sale Doctrine should not be left to the courts alone. Rather, the time is now ripe for Congress to update the Copyright Act. Congressional action will help determine the rules and limits of a Digital First Sale Doctrine and erase uncertainties about its application.

B. A Statutory Amendment Will Restore the Function of the First Sale Doctrine

One of the fundamental functions of the First Sale Doctrine is to reconcile copyright law with our deeply-embedded notions of the rights of owners and property; it is meant to balance the scale between the two.184 “The whole point of the first sale doctrine is that once the copyright owner places a copyrighted item in the stream of commerce by selling it, he has exhausted his exclusive statutory right to control its distribution.”185 Contract, however, has allowed copyright holders to place strangleholds on the rights of consumers. While contract may have once been used to balance the scale for copyright owners, that scale has now been grossly tipped in their favor.186 The assertion of these rights via contract, however, is not


consistent with the rights granted under the Copyright Act itself. And the harms of continued use of restrictive licenses are drastic. If the First Sale Doctrine does not apply to digital, what incentive would there be to ever produce in a physical format again when digital distribution allows copyright owners to exert perpetual control? There would be a complete dissolution of longstanding notions of ownership without consumer choice. Copyright owner’s rights should be “meaningful” but not absolute. Congressional action will restore the function of the Copyright Act by returning property rights to consumers and reinforcing limits on copyright owners.

C. The Rest of the World Is Already Moving Forward

In its § 104 Report, the Copyright Office noted that, “[i]n evaluating the arguments put forward to support a digital first sale doctrine, it is instructive to inquire how the international community is addressing the application of exhaustion of rights.” At the time, no European countries had made moves to update and expand the principle of exhaustion—equivalent to the U.S. First Sale Doctrine—which the Copyright Office took as indicative that an update in the United States was inappropriate. Europe, however, has since changed its mind.

In July 2012, the European Court of Justice handed down a landmark ruling in UsedSoft GmbH v. Oracle International Corp., striking down the enforceability of licenses restricting resale and bringing the concept of exhaustion squarely into the modern, digital era. The facts of UsedSoft are remarkably similar to Vernor: Oracle distributed software under “non-exclusive non-transferable” licenses, UsedSoft acquired some of these software licenses from Oracle customers, and then resold them as “used.” The court ruled that the download of software for perpetual use, in exchange for payment,
constituted a sale despite the fact that the software was accompanied by ultra-restrictive license terms.\textsuperscript{193} And as the highest court in the European Union, the ruling is final. In Europe now, exhaustion is the rule of the land.\textsuperscript{194} Digital and downloaded content can be owned and resold.

The shift in Europe should indicate to Congress that the time is ripe for expanding the First Sale Doctrine, and in fact an update may be inevitable. Moreover, inconsistent intellectual property law may create challenges in the global market. The \textit{Oracle} decision paves the way for companies like ReDigi to launch digital secondhand markets in Europe.\textsuperscript{195} “Savvy users” could seek to purchase content from European markets to take advantage of the new consumer protections but face challenges using their content in the U.S.\textsuperscript{196} With the ease of global interactions today, U.S. consumers and businesses need clear guidance on their rights and expectations.\textsuperscript{197}
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D. Suggestions for Creating a Statutory Balance

1. Expressly include digital content

The previously proposed amendments to the Copyright Act are a good starting point for any Congressional amendment to the First Sale Doctrine. An amendment must explicitly state that the protections of the First Sale Doctrine apply to digital and downloaded works when those works are able to be transmitted in a way that does not produce copies. To this end, a new subsection to Section 109 of the Copyright Act will have to be added. The Digital Era Copyright Enhancement Act proposed adding “subsection (f),” which extended First Sale Doctrine protections to digital media sold or transferred when the user “eras[ed] or destroy[ed] [its] copy . . . at substantially the same time.”198 Such a focus on the user’s actions might prove too narrow. A new proposed amendment should be broad enough to include the different technologies that allow an acceptable transfer. For example, a proposed amendment could state that the First Sale Doctrine protections apply when the copy is “transmitted in a manner that allows access to a single recipient only, and without creating reproductions of the copy except to the extent necessary to facilitate transmission.”

2. Preempt the use of certain licenses

Now that there appears to be technology that can successfully allow for the transfer of digital files without their reproduction, the use of ultra-restrictive licenses should be limited, if not prohibited completely. In light of court precedent evaluating such licenses, preemption language in an amendment must be clear. Like the Digital Era Enhancement Protection Act, an amendment should expressly preempt contractual circumvention of First Sale rights.199 When a transaction is concluded that has the merits of a sale, but is conducted under the banner of a license, the terms of the license should not be enforceable. For policy reasons, an amendment should also include language that preempts the use of licenses that limit the markets in which digital content can be resold. Digital distributors should not be able to deprive consumers of choice in deciding which secondary market to utilize. This preemption would prevent Amazon and Apple, for instance, from distributing their digital content with licenses that would only allow the content to be resold in their own secondary markets. Having a choice in which digital market to use will encourage market competition, prevent monopolies, and protect consumer rights.

199. Id. at § 7.
3. Fuel creation

Copyright holders’ objections to a “Digital First Sale Doctrine” are not baseless: digital media does not wear the way physical does, and “used” copies are likely to be in the same condition as “new.” This distinction, however, should be a consideration to be balanced rather than a motive for the complete deprivation of expected ownership rights. Some argue that a secondary market would cause innovation to cease because the availability of “used” goods would deprive creators of deserved royalties.200 Yet this is hardly different from the current, physical secondary market that exists.201 Congress should invite discussion for the best way to balance these concerns and considerations in a way that fosters creativity and creation. For instance, ReDigi purportedly gives 20% of its sale profits back to the artists, as a sort of “resale royalty.”202 California had unsuccessfully tried to make resale royalties mandatory for certain sales of works by visual artists,203 modeling its laws off of Europe’s system, known as droit de suite.204 While mandatory resale royalties seem to fly in the face of the purpose of the First Sale Doctrine, other options for integrating these royalties should be considered. Tax incentives could be used to entice those companies with secondhand markets to offer a resale royalty to artists, publishers, record holders, and other creators. Congress should not, however, take any steps to limit or regulate digital pricing. The secondary market is an opportunity for individuals to recover or offset the price of purchase. The market may experience a period of flux as the digital secondary market finds its footing, but the market itself should eventually reach its own balance. Prices will increase, prices will decrease. Most likely prices for primary sale of new digital media will increase while prices for primary sale of older media available in the secondary market will decrease. But this matches what goes on currently in the physical markets. Thus, unless

200. Streitfeld, supra note 157, at B2 (“[Author Scott Turow] acknowledged it would be good for consumers—‘until there were no more authors anymore.’”).

201. See Gabriel J. Michael, Copyright Holders Don’t Like Resale, To Promote the Progress? (Mar. 8, 2013), topromotetheprogress.wordpress.com/2013/03/08/copyright-holders-dont-like-resale/ (comparing digital secondary markets to physical secondary markets).

202. See Quinn, supra note 145 (noting that ReDigi pays artists a fee for each work sold on the site).

203. The California Resale Royalty Act was recently struck down as unconstitutional by the Ninth Circuit, which found it violated the Commerce Clause. See Estate of Robert Graham v. Sotheby’s Inc., 860 F. Supp. 2d 1117, 1124 (9th Cir. 2012) (“The CRRA Violates the Commerce Clause Per Se.”).

and until the secondary market has completely undermined the primary market, Congress should not interfere. Distributors and creators should be inspired to create in order to continue to feed the “new” market. Technology will also continue to evolve in a manner that self-regulates the market; just as the cassette-tape was replaced by CD, digital distributions today may be all but obsolete tomorrow.

**CONCLUSION**

It seems the time and factors are now ripe to establish a Digital First Sale Doctrine. The Copyright Office’s objections from 2001 are simply no longer applicable, and copyright holders threaten to deprive consumers of rights without any consideration. There certainly are downfalls to a Digital First Sale Doctrine, and it may take years to find the correct balance. But technological innovation should not be taken advantage of to stifle the rights of consumers. A Digital First Sale Doctrine would cause secondary markets for digital goods to spring up overnight. Amazon and Apple are already on the sidelines waiting to capitalize on the ocean of wealth that could be found in these markets.

The impact of a digital doctrine goes far beyond just secondary markets. If digital media can be sold it can also be bequeathed. A digital doctrine would revitalize notions of ownership. The door would be open for Bruce Willis and other consumers to pass their digital collections down to their children. Entire businesses and markets would emerge to help plan and manage digital estates. States could seize the opportunity to garner revenue from taxing digital inheritance. And regardless of whether our children would ever want our dusty digital collection, and regardless of how frequently our neighbors would buy our used electronic books, having the rights to sell, trade, or bequeath would demonstrate the renewed balance of property and copyright interests in the face of innovation. A Digital First Sale is a revolutionary step towards the future. Yet, through all of this work and all of this proposed legislation, we are simply recapturing the balance of rights and ownership from our very recent past.
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